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Carillion plc is a British multinational facilities management and construction
services company. It is listed on the London Stock Exchange and is a constituent of
the FTSE 250 Index.
Carillion’s joint ventures in the Middle East make them a regional leader in
construction services and integrated solutions for buildings and infrastructure.

Background

Why Redsky IT?

Carillion has decades of experience in the Middle East

Carillion has been a long standing customer of RedSky IT for

beginning from the mid-1950s under the banner of George

many years, and, as the company has developed, the need for

Wimpey & Co. Ltd, then having formed our first joint venture in

adding functionality and extending the use of contract

the 1970s. Today Carillion's joint ventures are delivering some

management software across the businesses and Joint

of the region's most prestigious buildings and infrastructure

Ventures has also grown.

projects. Carillion are active in Abu Dhabi, Oman, Dubai, Qatar
and Egypt.

The Al Futtaim Carillion (AFC) business based in Dubai is the
oldest established JV in the region and is using the RedSky IT

“RedSky have worked with us to give us the best method of
rolling out a new company quickly. This template set up saves

Mentor solution to process financial and contract management
data.

us time and money by giving us the flexibility to implement a
new Financial & Contract Management system under our own

“The Summit solution has all the contract management

control. We do not have the overhead of building new company

reports configured the way we want them which allows our

structures every time we commission a new JV. Summit can be

contract managers to access the data in a format they will be

configured to operate in a hosted environment in our own

familiar with. Should we need to, the flexibility of Summit

Infrastructure framework, or we can install locally depending

allows us to modify the information formats as local

upon the individual requirements of that JV.”

requirements dictate.”

Peter Walker - IT Director

Teresa Gibbs - IS Manager

As Carillion are constantly adding new Joint Venture businesses across the MENA region each JV requires its own
distinct management software package. RedSky IT has worked with Carillion to develop a template package using the
Summit software application modules of Finance, Contract Costing, Subcontractor Management, Procurement &
Stock / Inventory control. Therefore, as each new company is set up, Carillion can drop Summit into that business for
immediate use. The template structure has been developed with RedSky and Carillion staff so that Carillion staff can
control and implement the solution with RedSky acting in a supporting role where required.

Summit is now in use across a number of Carillion MENA JV sites in UAE, Egypt, Oman, Qatar and Saudi Arabia.

RedSky IT is a market leader within Construction, providing IT solutions to over 1300 companies including 40% of the
top 100 contractors, 14 of the top 50 AEC consultants and many hundreds of small and medium sized businesses.
With over 30 years’ experience, we offer a complete portfolio of software solutions to help construction, contracting,
house building and professional services firms manage their operations.
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